SCRUM SOFTWARE TESTER
OM Partners develops and

RESPONSIBILITIES

implements software solu- OM Partners is a software and
tions for supply chain plan-

consulting company that delivers
Supply Chain Planning Solutions.

ning, ever since 1985. We We always strive for delivering
work form our head office quality; highly skilled testers are
in Antwerp (Wommelgem) therefore of utmost importance to
and subsidiaries in Germany, France, the Nether-

us.

As a software tester you will be

lands, the USA, the UK part of the software development
and China.
team, where the scrum methodology is used.

Our

customers

include

many of the largest companies in the world.

Your main task will be verifying
the user stories by means of accurate software testing methods
and methodologies.

You’ll discover the exciting
world
market

in

which

today’s

You will take part in determining
the test strategy. Based on the

leaders

operate functional descriptions, you will
and help them to optimize define test specifications, scripts
their supply chain.

and make estimations about efforts. You will perform tests on
scrum items, both manually and
by automation, and you will con-

tinuously optimize and extend

Knowledge of English, both spo-

We stimulate mutual confidence,

the test environment.

ken and written, is required.

respect and support. We believe

Knowledge of Dutch is a plus.

in a no-nonsense approach and

PROFILE

You have good communication

solid relationships with a long-

You hold a bachelor’s or mas-

skills.

term perspective, both with our

ter’s degree.

customers and with our employYou work punctually, but keep

ees.

You benefit from having minimal

the global overview at all times.

3 years of experience in testing

You are eager to learn, analytical

Working with OM Partners you’ll

complex desktop software. Expe-

and you can cope with time

experience constant encourage-

rience with Scrum/Agile princi-

pressure.

ment for personal growth. On top
of that, we offer an attractive

ples is even more advantageous.
You have a solid IT background

OFFER

salary package with extralegal

and working knowledge of SQL

OM Partners gives you the op-

advantages.

on Oracle or SQL server data-

portunity to solve challenging

bases and Macro language cod-

problems in the domain of supply

If you are interested in the excit-

ing (e.g. JavaScript) is a definite

chain software, our main field of

ing world of supply chain soft-

advantage.

action.

ware and testing, send your CV.

